Game # 1

Junior Labyrinth
Ages:

5+

Players: 1-4
Game time: 15 Min aprox

The Beginner's Maze Game
Shift the maze walls and move your ghosts through open
corridors on the board in search of treasures. Whoever
reaches a treasure first can claim it, but the corridors close
up quickly as the maze walls shift, so it can take a few
turns to reach a goal. It takes both strategy and luck to
collect the most treasures and win the game.
Contents: 1 game board, 17 maze cards, 12 secret chips,
4 ghosts

Game # 2

Mermaid Island
Ages:

5+

Players: 2-6

A girl's spin and move game of magical mermaid
adventure
Players work together to help the Mermaids swim back to
Mermaid Island before the Sea Witch arrives; if they are
successful everyone wins!
Children learn strategy and social development skills with
no reading required
Contents: 1 game board, 3 mermaid tokens, 1 sea witch
with stand, 4 wand tokens, 1 spinner and instructions for
play

Game # 3

Stone Soup
Ages:

5+

Players: 2-6
Game time: 15- 20 Min aprox

Stone Soup is a memory matching game with a twist.
Instead of players finding and making matches to see who
can make the most matches, players play together to
“cook” a Stone Soup. The object of the game is to match
all the Soup Cards before the cooking fire is extinguished
by the Fire Out Card

Contents: 1 game board, 24 soup cards (12 matching
ingredients) 10 fire out cards 1 magic stone card

Game # 4

Go Fish!
Ages:

3+

Players: 3-6
Game time: 15- 20 Min aprox

A classic card game with a fun and bold new look
Helps children learn about numbers, counting, pairs and
sets
Contents: Deck of 48 cards in a sturdy box along with
instructions for three game variations

Game # 5

Marble Works Starter Set
Ages:

5+

Warning small parts choking Hazard

This activity Fosters a child’s creativity, eye hand coordination and logical thinking.
Contents: 48 Pieces endless configurations

Game # 6

Race to the Treasure
Ages:

5+

Players: 2-4

Race to the Treasure encourages kids to help each other
to beat the game. This way, kids work together, they
help each other, and everybody wins!
Contents: 1 game board, 1 pair of dice, 37 game cards,4
key tokens and 1 Ogre snack

Game # 7

Risk
Ages:

10+

Players: 2-5
Game time: can take several hours

Play the classic GAME OF GLOBAL DOMINATION, the
leader in military strategy games since 1959
Contents: game board, 5 armies with 40 infantry, 12
cavalry and 8 artillery each, deck of 43 cards, two
reference cards, 5 dice and instructions.

Game # 8

Fish Stix
Ages:

6+

Players: 2-4
Game time: 15-20 Minutes

Game allows children of different ages to play either in
teams or alone. No reading required just good fun.
Contents: 72 fish stix and score pad

Game # 9

BBQ Blitz
Ages:
4+
Players: 2-4
Game time:
15-20 Minutes

Fast paced, encourages Eye hand co-ordination and
matching skills.
Contents: barbecue game board, 16 burgers with 4
different toppings, 12 buns, 4 paper plates and 4
spatulas

Game # 10

Lost Puppies
Ages:
5+
Players:
2-6
Game time:
20-30 Minutes

Players work together to find missing puppies before
nightfall. Everyone wins or loses depending if puppies
are home.
Contents: One Board game, 12 Night Cards 4 Take-APeek Cards 6 Flashlight Cards and 6 Puppy cards.

Game # 11

The Sneaky Snacky Squirrel
Ages:
3-5
Players: 2-6
Game time:
20-30 Minutes

Develops matching, sorting, strategic thinking, hand eye
coordination, fine motor skills, and pre handwriting skill.
Contents: one set of Squirrel Squeezers, 20 coloured
acorns, four logs, one game spinner, and game board
which doubles as packaging!

Game # 12

BattleShip
Ages:
7+
Players: 2
Game time:
30 Minutes or more

Game encourages thinking and patience and strategy.
This game requires concentration but can be a real
“HIT”.
Contents: Two game units 10 ships White pegs, Red
pegs

Game # 13

New Mastermind
Ages:
8+
Players: 2-5
Game time:
30 Minutes or more

One player sets the code each player then attempts to
solve the code getting points for each correct guess.
Winning player then sets the code for the next game
Contents: Device board, coloured pegs, white and black
pegs to indicate how many correct or wrong and code
shield.

Game # 14

Twister
Ages:
8+
Players: 2-5
Game time:
15 – 30 Minutes

Game requires each player to place feet and hands as
determined by the spin of the wheel. Last player that is
still able to maintain pose is the winner.
Contents: Game mat and spinner

Game # 15

Froggy Feeding Fun
Ages:
3-4
Players: 2-5
Game time:
15 – 30 Minutes
Choking hazard!

Squeeze the frog to open its mouth, pick up flies and
strengthen fine motor muscles! Roll a cube to determine
which flies to munch
Contents: 2 durable rubber frogs, 60 flies, 1 number
cube, 1 color cube and Activity Guide. Frogs measure 2"
in diameter.

Game # 16

Chess/Checkers/Backgammon
Ages:
4+
Players: 2
Game time:
Varies on game playing

This is a package that can grow with your child, provides
a variety of games that most parents played as a child.
Contents: 2 dice cups; 5 playing dice; 30
checkers/backgammon pieces
32 chess pieces with the king measuring 3"
Folds in half for practical storage and transport

Game # 17

Apples to Apples (French)
Ages:
12 +
Players:
4-10
Game time: 30 Minutes

It's as easy as comparing apples to apples... just open
the box, deal the cards, and you're ready to play
Select the card from your hand that you think is best
described by a card played by the judge
Contents: over 500 cards

Game # 18

SPOT IT! NHL Version
Ages:
6+
Players:
2-8
Game time: 15-20 Minutes

A fast-paced matching game for the whole family! Flip
the cards, each covered with NHL Hockey logos, and
hockey themed illustrations like nets or hockey sticks,
then try to be the first to find the 1 match between any
two cards in the deck!
Contents: 55 cards

Game # 19

Snug as a Bug in a Rug
Ages:
6+
Players:
2-8
Game time: 15-20 Minutes

Better get the bugs under the rug! The Snug as a Bug in a
Rug game gets kids working together to match, compare
and contrast bug designs!
Contents: Includes game board with spinner and 24
colourful bugs, stink bugs and 1 die.

Game # 20

Teddy Mix and Match
Ages:
3+
Players:
2-4
Game time: 15-20 Minutes

These 12 cute teddy bear pairs make this a favorite way to
develop memory skills! Shuffle the teddy-shaped picture
cards & lay them face down on the table. Players try to
uncover the most matching pairs to win.
Contents: 24 Teddy Bear shaped cards.

Game # 21

Enchanted Forest
Ages:
5+
Players:
2-6
Game time: 30 Minutes

One treasure is hidden under each tree in the forest. As
you move from tree to tree, you get to peek at the
treasures you find. Can you remember where each one
is hidden? When the king asks where one of the
treasures is, players race to reach the castle with the
right information.
Contents: 1 Game Board, 13 Treasure Cards, 13 Trees
with Hidden Treasures, Wooden playing Figures and two
6 sided Dice.

Game # 22

Zingo Sight Words
Ages:
4+
Players:
2-6
Game time: 30 Minutes

Players learn to quickly recognize and read sight words,
which are words with spelling that is not always
straightforward.
Contents: 72 Zingo! Sight Words Tiles, 6 Double-sided
Zingo! Cards and 1 Zingo! Zinger.

Game # 23

Scribbish (French Version)
Ages:
8+
Players:
4-6
Game time: 20 Minutes

Cranium Scribblish is the game of outrageous drawing and
confusing conclusions that's fun for the whole family!
Not an artist? No problem! Scribble your way to victory.
Contents: six scrolls, 60 cards, timer, pad, die, tokens
and 2 “cell” batteries.

Game # 24

Clue
Ages:
8+
Players:
3-6
Game time: 45 Minutes

Players move from room to room in a mansion to solve the
mystery of: who done it, with what, and where? Requires
concentration and deduction skills.
Contents: Gameboard, 6 Character Pawns, Six Weapon
pieces, deck of 21 cards with suspect, weapon and rooms,
Pad of Detective Notebooks, Confidential Case file and
dice.

Game # 25

Jenga
Ages:
6+
Players:
1 or more
Game time: varies on skill level

Keep the tower from crashing down it takes skill and
patience and is lots of fun!

Content: 54 hard wood blocks for stacking.

Game # 26

UNO MOO! (Preschool game)
Ages:
3-5
Players:
2-4
Game time: 15- 20 Minutes

Uno Moo is a farm animal matching game where you
round them up by matching the colors or the animals.
Contents: 1 play-and-store barn, 28 animal and farmer
figures

Game # 27

Connect 4
Ages:
6+
Players:
2
Game time: 20 Minutes

Connect Four is a vertical game of tic-tac-toe, but with a
twist - you have to get four in a row
Contents: A Playing grid, two end supports, 21 black
checkers and 21 red checkers.

Game # 28

Trouble game
Ages:
5+
Players:
2-4
Game time: 20-30 Minutes

Press on the bubble and watch the die come up as a new
number every time, move your game piece accordingly.
Land on an opponent's peg to bump it back home! But
don't you get bumped back, or you're in Trouble!

Contents Game board; plastic game unit with POP-OMATIC die roller, 16 pegs; 4 rubber feet.

Game # 29

Story Cubes
Ages:
8+
Players:
1 or more
Game time: 15 Minutes

Story Cubes is a pocket-sized creative story generator,
providing hours of imaginative play. Roll the cubes and let
the pictures spark your imagination!
Contents: Nine cubes 54 images.

Game # 30

Count Your Chickens!
Ages:
3+
Players:
2-4
Game time: 15 Minutes
Warning Choking Hazard

Players work together to help Mother Hen collect her
chicks and bring them back to the coop; if they are
successful everyone wins!
Contents: Game Board, 1 Spinner, Mother Hen and 40
Chicks.

Game # 31

Sorry!
Ages:
6+
Players:
2-4
Game time: 15 Minutes

Get ready to challenge your opponents in this game of
sweet revenge. This Sorry game includes special fire and
ice power-up tokens that give your pawns more powers.
Contents: game board, 12 Sorry! Pawns, 44 cards, 2
power-up tokens

Game # 32

Monopoly
Ages:
8+
Players:
2-4
Game time: 45 Minutes

Monopoly is the fast-dealing property trading game that
your will have the whole family buying, selling and having
a blast. Featuring a speed die for a faster more intense
game.
Contents: game board, 8 tokens, 28 Title Deed cards, 16
Chance cards, 16 Community Chest cards, 1 pack of
Monopoly money, 32 houses, 12 hotels, 2 dice, 1 speed
die

Game # 33

Taboo (French)
Ages:
13+
Players:
4 or more
Game time: 20 Minutes

Classic Taboo game challenges you to guess words and
phrases without using any of the Taboo words or phrases!
Contents: 162 cards, squeaker, sand timer, score pad,
game-changer die and game guide

Game # 34

Taboo
Ages:
13+
Players:
4 or more
Game time: 20 Minutes

Classic Taboo game challenges you to guess words and
phrases without using any of the Taboo words or phrases!
Contents: 162 cards, squeaker, sand timer, score pad,
game-changer die and game guide

Game # 35

Skip-Bo
Ages:
7+
Players:
2-6
Game time: 20 Minutes longer if you deal more cards

Skip-Bo is the ultimate sequencing card game from the
makers of UNO
Players use skill and strategy to create sequential stacks
of cards.
Contents: 144 cards plus 18 Skip-Bo wild cards.

Game # 36

Pictionary (French)
Ages:
8+
Players:
3-16
Game time: 40 Minutes

The beloved game of quick sketches and hilarious guesses
Features a new board for faster game play, two different sets of
clues for adults and children so all ages can play.
Contents: Board is only provided for scoring

Game # 37

Tri-ominos
Ages:
8+
Players:
2-6
Game time: 30 Minutes

In Triominoes, the pieces are triangles with numbers that
are matched on each side. Each triangle has 3 numbers at
the points, so to place a piece next to it, it must match two
numbers on the side.
Content: 56 playing pieces

Game # 38

Chutes and Ladders
Ages:
3+
Players:
2-3
Game time: 20 Minutes
Warning! Choking Hazard

Spin the spinner and start your way up the board from
square 1 to square 100. If you land on a good deed
square you can climb the ladder way up, but if you land on
mischief you'll slide down the chute to a lower spot.
Contents: three pawns with plastic stands and Spinner
with arrow.

Game # 39

Would you Rather….?
Ages:
12+
Players:
4 or more
Game time: No time frame

Would You Rather is packed full of fun dilemmas; Guess
what other plays will choose while everyone waits to see
their decision. With Over 800 dilemmas to choose from
you decide when the game is done.
Contents: game board, player pieces, dice, sand timer,
card, score pads and pencils

Game # 40

Hungry Hungry Hippos
Ages:
4+
Players:
2-4
Game time: 10 Minutes

Each player has a plastic hippo that is arranged around a
plastic arena. When you push the tail it will reach its head
onto the playing field - perhaps trapping one or more
marbles to be pulled back to a private player marble
gutter, perhaps just sending marbles bouncing around the
playing field.
Contents: 4 hippo heads, 4 hippo bodies, 4 marble
launchers and guides, 20 plastic marbles, label sheet

Game # 41

Candy Land Board game
Ages:
3+
Players:
2-4
Game time: 30 Minutes

Each player advances along the rainbow path through the
peppermint stick forest, the gingerbread plum tree and the
gumdrop mountain. Players learn colours and run into
hazards along the way.
Contents: Game board 4 player pieces and a spinner.

Game # 42

Pizza Mania
Ages:
4+
Players:
2-4
Game time: 5 Minutes

The Chef calls out toppings for children to put on (and
take off) their pizzas. After One Minute Chef call out what
toppings should be on Pizza all players with correct
topping win.
Contents: 4 pizzas, 48 toppings (pepperoni, mushrooms,
olives and peppers), and talking chef.

Game # 43

Zingo 1-2-3
Ages:
4+
Players:
2-6
Game time: 10-15 Minutes

Bingo played with numbers. Players match numbered tiles
to images on their cards. The first player with a full card
wins by yelling "Zingo"!
Contents: one Zinger, 72 number tiles, six double-sided
cards

Game # 44

Zingo
Ages:
4+
Players:
2-4
Game time: 10 Minutes

The Zingo holder dispenses two tiles. These tiles have
various pictures on them such as: apples, a ball, fish, star,
house, kite, tree, smile, train, cake, clock, etc. Players
match pictures until they have a full card. ZINGO!

Game # 45

SPOT IT!
Ages:
7+
Players:
2-8
Game time: 15-20 Minutes

A fast-paced matching game for the whole family!
There is one and only one matching card in this quick
paced card matching game for the whole family.
Contents: 55 cards

Game # 46

The Game of Life!
Ages:
9+
Players:
2-6
Game time: 60 Minutes

This game attempts to mirror life events many people go
through from going to college, raising a family, buying a
home, working and retiring.
Contents: Game board, 6 cars, Pink and Blue people
pegs, 3 mountains, Bridge, 7 buildings, spinner base, ring
dial and arm, Play money, Insurance and Bank papers,25
life tiles, 36 cards and rules.

Game # 47

Thin Ice
Ages:
5+
Players:
2-4
Game time: 30 Minutes

Players take the large Eskimo tweezers, and one at a time
use them to place a marble on the "ice". Eventually the
weight of the marbles breaks the "ice" dumping them all
down into the lower tray. The player who hasn't broken
through the ice three times wins.
Contents: igloo game base, 3 legs, 2 hoops, giant
tweezers, 24 marbles, tissues, labels.

Game # 48

Feed the Kitty
Ages:
4+
Players:
2-5
Game time: 20 Minutes

Roll the dice but don't lose your mice! In this fast moving
game, try to keep your mice away from the kitty.
Contents: 20 wooden mice, 2 Custom dice and a Kitty
bowl.

Game # 49

Hedbanz Game
Ages:
7+
Players:
2-5
Game time: 20 Minutes

Kids use their heads in more ways than one while asking
yes or no questions to figure out what the picture is on
their head. Be the first player to guess what you are and
win.
Contents: 74 cards, 24 chips, 6 headbands, and sandclock timer.

Game # 50

20 Questions for Kids
Ages:
7 -12
Players: 2-10
Game time: 30 Minutes

Guessing the correct person, place, or thing, in twenty
questions or less will move you toward the winners circle.
The more clues you need to identify the Person, Place or
Thing the less you get to advance. You can play in teams
with younger children.
Contents: Game board, 126 cards, 20 questions per card,
(2,520 total), 4 playing pieces, 25 chips, 20 red and 5 blue
chips

Game # 51

Mermaid and Dolphins Glitter Puzzle
Ages:
6+
Players: 1 or more
Game time: varies on age and experience of child

A whimsical, glittery puzzle featuring a Mermaid and her
fishy friends! It has large format pieces that are oversized to be easier to handle and put together.
Contents: 100 pieces

Game # 52

Popsicle Puzzle
Ages:
9+
Players: 1 or more
Game time: varies on age and experience of child

This is a challenging and colourful puzzle fun for all.
Contents: 300 pieces

Game # 53

Dinosaurs Puzzle
Ages:
6+
Players: 1 or more
Game time: varies on age and experience of child

An educational, colourful dinosaur puzzle featuring real
dino names (Allosaurus, Parasaurolophus, Brachiosaurus,
Coelophysis, Stegosaurus, tyrannosaurus, Iguanodon,
pterosaur, archaeopteryx, and triceratops )! It has large
format pieces that are over-sized to be easier to handle
and put together.
Contents: 100 pieces

Game # 54

Don’t Say it!
Ages:
6+
Players: 2 teams or more
Game time: 30 Minutes

Can you get your team to say ?pig? - without using the
words ?sausage??bacon??sty?or ?pork??
You'll need to be quick to avoid being buzzed out by the
timer
Contents: electronic timer, game cards with 200 words,
cardholder with sliding door, pencil, score pad.

Game # 55

ABC Nesting Blocks
Ages:
2+
Players: 1 or more
Game time: hours of imaginative fun

Each nesting block set contains 10 cubes printed on 5
sides with vegetable based inks and measures close to
three feet tall when fully assembled.

Contents: Ten durable nesting and stacking blocks
combine bright graphics with lots of find and seek details.

Game # 56

Melissa & Doug Pattern Blocks and
Boards
Ages:
3+
Players: 1 or more
Game time: hours of imaginative fun

There is no limit to imagination and creativity with this
pattern block set colour and shape recognition, early math
skills and eye hand co-ordination.
Contents: 120 shapes and 5 Double sided boards.

Game # 57

Cat Pride Puzzle
Ages:
6+
Players: 1 or more
Game time: varies on age and experience of child

Several different cat faces sure to challenge any cat and
puzzle lover. Large format pieces that are over-sized to
be easier to handle and put together.

Contents: 100 pieces

Game # 58

Bounce - Off
Ages:
7+
Players: 2-4
Game time: 15 Minutes

The game is simple for everyone to understand and play,
but don’t be fooled by the easy instructions – the
competition is fierce! You must bounce the ball to
complete the pattern on your game card.
Contents: 9 challenge cards, 16 balls and a game grid

Game # 59

Beautiful Ocean Puzzle
Ages:

6+

Players: 1 or more
Game time: varies on age and experience of child

Aglow with the fire of a setting sun, the ocean swarms with
life above and below the glittering surface: the colors and
beautiful animals will dazzle the young puzzler!
Contents: 100 pieces

Game # 60

World Map Floor Puzzle
Ages:

6+

Players: 1 or more
Game time: varies on age and experience of child

Finished Puzzle is 2 feet by 3 feet great way for children to
view the world and learn.

Contents: 33 pieces

Game # 61

Underwater Floor Puzzle
Ages:

3+

Players: 1 or more
Game time: varies on age and experience of child

Made using the highest quality tested materials sure to
be safe and durable. Colourful design is sure to be great
fun for your child.
Contents: 48 large pieces.

Game # 62

Wooden Stacking Snowman
Ages:

3+

Players: 1 or more
Game time: varies on age and experience of child

Designed with a solid-wood rocking base for safety, it
features eight wooden pieces. With his jaunty scarf and
hat and a sweet smile, this cold-weather friend is sure to
warm up snowy days.
Contents: 8 stacking pieces

Game # 63

Toy Shelf Puzzle
Ages:

12 +

Players: 1 or more
Game time: varies on age and experience of child

Each piece is unique and fully interlocking, this puzzle
contains vast array of shapes formed by handcrafted
cutting tools. A colourful design and interesting subject
matter for young minds.
Contents: 300 large pieces.

Game # 64

No Dogs on the Beach Puzzle
Ages:

6+

Players: 1 or more
Game time: varies on age and experience of child

Each piece is unique and fully interlocking, this puzzle
contains vast array of shapes formed by handcrafted
cutting tools. A colourful design and interesting subject
matter for any dog lover with a sense of humor.
Contents: 100 large pieces.

Game # 65

Tobbles Neo Stacking Toy
Ages:

Infants

Players: 1 or more
Game time: hours of colourful fun

This stacking toy stimulates your child's senses with
unique textures, fun colors, and playful curves.

Contents: 6 vibrant, weighted spheres and stacking base.

Game # 66

Giant Fire Truck Floor Puzzle
Ages:

3+

Players: 1 or more
Game time: varies on child’s experience

Colourful puzzle that is 4 feet long when completed! Great
for your budding fireperson!

Contents: 24 durable cardboard pieces

Game # 67

Beat the Parents
Ages:

6+

Players: 2- 4
Game time: 30 Minutes

Prove who’s the boss in the game where the adults
answer questions about kids’ stuff, and the kids answer
questions their parents should really know.
Contents: 101 Question Cards, 32 Parent Wild Cards, 32
Kid Wild Cards, 4 Mover Pieces, 1 Game Board

Game # 68

Sequence Game
Ages:

7+

Players: 2- 12
Game time: 30 Minutes

Play a card from your hand, place a chip on a
corresponding space on the game board...when you have
five in a row, it's a Sequence. Learn to block your
opponents, remove their chips. Watch out for the Jacks,
they're wild!
Contents: A folding playing board, 2 decks of Sequence
cards and 135 playing chips in 4 colours.

Game # 69

Busy Airport Puzzle
Ages:

4+

Players: 1 or more
Game time: Varies on individuals experience level

Each piece is unique and fully interlocking, this puzzle
contains vast array of shapes formed by handcrafted
cutting tools. A colourful design and interesting subject
matter for young minds.
Contents: 35 large pieces.

Game # 70

3 Hole Toss Game
Ages:

5+

Players: 2 or more
Game time: Varies on individuals experience level

Toss the bean bags into the hole and score the points,
great indoor and outdoor. Family fun for all ages plays in
teams to include younger members of the family.
Contents: Two bag bases, 6 Bean bags and carrying
case.

Game # 71

2 in 1 3 Hole Bag Toss and Washer Toss
Game
Ages:

5+

Players: 2 or more
Game time: Varies on individuals experience level

Two sturdy outdoor games in one: play bag toss on one
side or 3-hole washer toss on the reverse
Contents: two game platforms with detachable legs that
support both games and a padded surface Multi-colored
target areas and game points featuring 3 large holes with
nets to catch bags and washers Includes six 4-Inch square
toss bags, 3 red, 3 blue, and six washers, 3 red, 3 blue.

Game # 72

Ring Toss Game
Ages:

5+

Players: 2 or more
Game time: control this by winning score required

Great group fun for families improves eye hand coordination and team dynamics

Contents: Five pegs with point totals of 5, 10, 15 and 20
Includes four plastic rings measuring 5 1/4-Inch

Game # 73

Hathaway 6 Player Crochet Set
Ages:

5+

Players: 2 or more
Game time: Varies on individuals experience level

Perfect way to transform your back yard into a play area,
everything you need is included just add family and have
some out door fun.

Contents: 6 mallets, 9 wickets 6 balls and 2 posts.

Game # 74

Bocce Ball Set
Ages:

5+

Players: 2 or more
Game time: control this by winning score required

Hours of fun in your backyard with this family game of
chance and skill. Easy to learn and play for the whole
family.
Contents: 6 balls 2 Red 2 Yellow 2 Blue and 2 Green and
on small white target ball.

Game # 75

Circle of Friends Board Game
Ages:

5-12

Players: 2 - 6
Game time: 30 Minutes

Kids learn friendship-building skills such as listening,
patience, and paying attention, and how to deal with
various friendship issues such as teasing, bullies,
jealousy, anger, and more.
Contents: 300 beads, 30 make-a-friend card, 30 what if
cards, 20 just for laughs cards, 6 pawns, and 2 dice.

Game # 76

The Amazing Race DVD board Game
Ages:

12+

Players: 2-4
Game time: Can choose long or short game

Players race around the world dealing with fast-paced
challenges in the quest to be the first across the finish line.
Phil Keoghan, the host of the television series, guides
players to the locations and challenges. Fast Forwards, Pit
Stops and Yields are all included in the DVD.
Contents: DVD, game board, 25 game cards, 4 player
tokens

Game # 77

Stone Soup
Ages:

5+

Players: 2 or more teams
Game time: 15- 20 Min aprox

Stone Soup is a memory matching game with a twist.
Instead of players finding and making matches to see who
can make the most matches, players play together to
“cook” a Stone Soup. The object of the game is to match
all the Soup Cards before the cooking fire is extinguished
by the Fire Out Card
Contents: 1 game board, 24 soup cards (12 matching
ingredients) 10 fire out cards 1 magic stone card

Game # 78

Don’t Say it
Ages:

6+

Players: 2-6
Game time: 15- 20 Min aprox

Don't Say It! is a game of understanding and teamwork.
On each card there is a base word, and four words that a
team member can't say to describe the base word.
It has three levels of play-easy, medium, and hard; so it's
perfect to play with all age groups!
Contents: 75 game cards, card holder, timer, and rules.
Requires 2 "AG13" batteries (included).

Game # 79

Cat-opoly
Ages:

8+

Players: 2-6
Game time: 1- 2 hours

Cat-opoly is a feline frenzy of fun! Buy your favorite cats
such as the Ragdoll, the Abyssinian, the Sphinx or the
Maine Coon. Land on Catnip and collect everything in the
center of the board. Collect Litter Boxes and trade them in
for Fish Bones. You may have to pay dog tax. Worst of all,
you may fall in the water and be out for three turns.
Contents: Board, money, tokens and Cat Deeds

Game # 80

Apples to Apples
Ages:
12 +
Players:
4-10
Game time: 30 Minutes

It's as easy as comparing apples to apples... just open
the box, deal the cards, and you're ready to play
Select the card from your hand that you think is best
described by a card played by the judge
Contents: over 500 cards

Game # 81

Sequence for Kids
Ages:
3-6
Players: 2-4
Game time: 30 Minutes

This popular family version is now suited for the little
ones. Instead of standard playing cards, this rendition
allows the children to play with animal cards. This
Sequence card game is very simple to play. The first
player to make a Sequence of four chips in a row using
only their colored chips is the winner.
Contents: Game Board, 84 colored chips and animal
cards both real and mythic.

Game # 82

Marble Works Starter Set
Ages: 5+
Players 1- 4
Game time: 30 Minutes
Warning small parts choking Hazard

This activity Fosters a child’s creativity, eye hand coordination and logical thinking.
Contents: 48 Pieces endless configurations

Game # 83

Shut-the-Box
Ages: 7+
Players 1- 4
Game time: 30 Minutes

Shut-the-Box is a traditional game of counting, addition,
and probability. Roll the dice and lay down any numerical
combination of tiles that match your roll. Just keep on
rolling until you can no longer match your roll on the
remaining tiles. The lowest score wins the game. If you lay
down all the tiles, then you've "shut the box."
Contents: Wood Crafted Game with Felt Lined Playing
Surface Four Sets of Colorful Dice Included - Red, Blue,
Green, Black.

Game # 84

Bounce - Off
Ages:
7+
Players: 2-4
Game time: 15 Minutes

The game is simple for everyone to understand and play,
but don’t be fooled by the easy instructions – the
competition is fierce! You must bounce the ball to
complete the pattern on your game card.
Contents: 9 challenge cards, 16 balls and a game grid

Game # 85

Skip-Bo
Ages:
7+
Players:
2-6
Game time: 20 Minutes longer if you deal more cards

Skip-Bo is the ultimate sequencing card game from the
makers of UNO
Players use skill and strategy to create sequential stacks
of cards.
Contents: 144 cards plus 18 Skip-Bo wild cards.

Game # 86

Beat the Parents
Ages:

6+

Players: 2- 4
Game time: 30 Minutes

Prove who’s the boss in the game where the adults
answer questions about kids’ stuff, and the kids answer
questions their parents should really know.
Contents: 101 Question Cards, 32 Parent Wild Cards, 32
Kid Wild Cards, 4 Mover Pieces, 1 Game Board

Game # 87

Operation
Ages:

6+

Players: 2- 4
Game time: 30 Minutes

It takes a steady hand to operate and one slight move will
set off the buzzer. This is a great game of skill and fun as
you follow the instructions on the cards.
Contents: Patient board and assorted bones and organs.
Cards for operations.

Game # 88

Operation
Ages:

8+

Players: 2- 6
Game time: 1 to 2 hours

Pond Hockey-opoly is a game that brings back the
memories of frozen feet, runny noses, fresh air and the
way hockey was meant to be played! It has all the action
of a traditional property trading game Who knows? You
may get lucky and end up with the 1st DRAFT PICK.......or
you may end up being traded for future considerations!
Whatever happens, who can resist pond hockey - the way
the game was meant to be played.

Game # 89

Twister
Ages:
8+
Players: 2-5
Game time:
15 – 30 Minutes

Game requires each player to place feet and hands as
determined by the spin of the wheel. Last player that is
still able to maintain pose is the winner.
Contents: Game mat and spinner

Game # 90

Ring Toss Game
Ages:

5+

Players: 2 or more
Game time: control this by winning score required

Great group fun for families improves eye hand coordination and team dynamics

Contents: Five pegs with point totals of 5, 10, 15 and 20
Includes four plastic rings measuring 5 1/4-Inch

Game # 91

Hedbanz Game
Ages:
7+
Players:
2-5
Game time: 20 Minutes

Kids use their heads in more ways than one while asking
yes or no questions to figure out what the picture is on
their head. Be the first player to guess what you are and
win.
Contents: 74 cards, 24 chips, 6 headbands, and sandclock timer.

Game # 92

2 in 1 3 Hole Bag Toss and Washer Toss
Game
Ages:

5+

Players: 2 or more
Game time: Varies on individuals’ experience level

Two sturdy outdoor games in one: play bag toss on one
side or 3-hole washer toss on the reverse
Contents: two game platforms with detachable legs that
support both games and a padded surface Multi-colored
target areas and game points featuring 3 large holes with
nets to catch bags and washers Includes six 4-Inch square
toss bags, 3 red, 3 blue, and six washers.

Game # 93

I Have……Who Has….. Grades 2 - 3
Ages: 6-8
Players: Entire Class
Game Time: Varies

The entire class can have fun while practicing skills in
language arts, grammar, vocabulary, spelling, listening,
and speaking. ... This continues until the person with the
last card gives the final answer and then reads, "This is
the end of the game!"
Contents: The game includes 37 synonyms cards, 37
antonyms cards, 37 homophones cards, and 37 parts of
speech cards.

Game # 94

